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Summary of Review
The policy brief Student-Centered State Funding: A How-to Guide for State Policymakers
attempts to illustrate and explain to state policymakers how to design a state school funding system whereby all state and local dollars may flow freely, by parental choice, following
children to local district, charter or private schools. In particular, the brief seeks to provide
state policy guidance on setting specific funding levels for each child. These “money follows
the child” approaches provide a system that eases the process of funding an assortment of
school choice programs. Unfortunately, this colorful multi-page infographic suffers from
three major shortcomings as a guide for state policymakers: First, the brief advances the
false dichotomy that advocates for state and district school finance systems to focus on funding the child, not funding the essential institutions that serve those children. This dichotomy
wrongly promotes the idea that there is no benefit to children of equitably and adequately
financing educational institutions. Second, the brief is based on overly simplistic, frequently
misrepresented, and often outright incorrect versions of the status quo, including overbroad
mischaracterizations of how schools are currently financed. Third, the details of the brief’s
proposals and espoused benefits are entirely speculative and unsubstantiated, in some cases
simply made up and in other cases supported only by insular and circular self-citation to
previous work that itself cites no strong empirical support. For these reasons and others,
the report is of absolutely no value to policymakers for informing the design of state school
finance systems or school district resource allocation formulas.
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I. Introduction
The policy brief Student-Centered State Funding: A How-to Guide for State Policymakers,
published by The Foundation for Excellence in Education (ExcelinEd), 1 attempts to illustrate and explain to state policymakers how to design a state school funding system whereby
all state and local dollars may flow freely, by parental choice, with children to local district,
charter or private schools. The intent of the brief is to provide guidance on setting specific
funding levels for each child, in state policy, to enable any flavor of school choice program.
This policy brief presents student-centered funding as a panacea for achieving transparency
and equity, as well as both parent and district empowerment. The brief begins with broad,
unsubstantiated proclamations like:
Too often, debates about state education funding focus solely on how much
money should be provided to school districts. Far too little attention is paid
to an equally or more important question: How can your state maximize the
impact of existing funding? (p. 1)
…implying that no one but themselves have given the question any thought. The brief speaks
of a status quo where, via the complexities and opacity of state school finance policy:
•

District leaders are hamstrung by a multitude of restrictions that lock in antiquated instructional models and prevent them from addressing the unique needs
of their students.

•

Districts get different funding amounts irrespective of the number of students
they serve or their special needs and disadvantages.
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•

High-performing districts have no incentive to grow enrollment, and parents are
penalized if they move their children to another district. (p. 1)

To wit, they boldly conclude:
Student-centered funding addresses these problems. It means nearly all funding is provided to districts based on how many students they serve. Funds are
also provided to address specific needs and challenges those students might
have. Funding for each student follows him or her to any district to ensure his
or her needs can be met, regardless of district boundaries. (p. 1)
Unfortunately, this multi-page, colorful infographic suffers (at least) three major shortcomings as a guide for state policymakers:
First, the brief advances the false dichotomy that state and district school finance systems
should focus on funding the child, not funding the (bureaucratic, adult-centered) institutions that serve those children. This false dichotomy wrongly asserts there is no benefit to
children of equitably and adequately financing educational institutions, and ignores the fact
that it ultimately takes institutions, institutional structures and governance to deliver the
relevant and appropriate programs and services. This undermines the design of equitable,
adequate and efficient state and district school finance systems.
Second, the brief is based on overly simplistic, frequently misrepresented, and often outright incorrect versions of the status quo. This includes both overbroad mischaracterizations
of how schools are currently financed (conflating and confusing state school finance formulas with district budget allocation strategies), and misrepresentation, mainly by omission, of
the state of the literature for guiding the design of better finance systems.
Third, the details of the brief’s proposals and espoused benefits are entirely speculative and
unsubstantiated, in some cases simply made up and in others, supported only by insular and
circular self-citation to previously made-up stuff.

II. Findings and Conclusions of the Report
The brief’s central premise is that adopting “student-centered” funding to enable parental
choice of schools necessarily leads to a fairer and more transparent system for financing
children’s schooling. As noted in the introduction, the brief is predicated on the wrong assumption that most if not all state school finance systems and district budgeting models
(without delineating between the two) operate in a way that favors institutions (and adult
interests) over children. Therefore, student-centered state funding is THE logical solution.
The report lays out the following principles for pursuing “student-centered state funding.”
•

Nearly all funding is provided to districts based on how many students they serve;

•

Funds are also provided to address specific needs and challenges those students
might have; and
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•

Funding for each student follows him or her to any district to ensure his or her
needs can be met, regardless of district boundaries. (p. 3)

That is, the exclusive drivers of the amount and distribution of funding districts receive – in
combined state and local funding – should be the numbers and types of children served. In
state school finance formulas, this is largely the case already.
The approach as proposed, however, presumes that the only “costs” (absent any definition)
associated with achieving equity or “fairness” (absent any conception) are those associated with different attributes of individual children. Further, that the costs associated with
achieving equity transfer, without variation, from one setting to another. That is, what it
takes to provide equitable or adequate education to any one child is the same regardless of
institutional, geographic or peer context. The report grudgingly acknowledges, and quickly
sidesteps possible exceptions along the way, including variation in labor costs and the possibility of costs associated with small schools or districts.
The brief concludes that these four benefits will logically flow from adopting student- centered budgeting:
•

First, it is more transparent. It is clear and easy to understand how much funding
each district gets and why.

•

Second, it empowers districts. District leaders have flexibility to use funds to
meet the unique needs of their students.

•

Third, it empowers parents. Parents can choose the district that is best for their
children, with the money fully following their students.

•

Finally, it is fairer. All students in your state get the same base resources, with
additional funding for students with special needs or disadvantages. (p. 3)

The claim that student-centered funding is “more transparent” is based on mischaracterizations of the status quo as well as misrepresentation of the proposed alternative. More transparent than what, one might ask? And are the weighted student formulas that fall under
the umbrella of “student-centered” funding necessarily always more transparent? The brief
presumes a uniform, monolithic, dysfunctional, opaque and overly complex status quo, to
be contrasted with a simple, elegant student-centered alternative. Many states use weighted
student formulas like those preferred in this brief, and most of those formulas are criticized
for their complexity and opacity.
On the second point, district flexibility, the report conflates regulatory concerns with formula design, though certainly the delivery of more aid in the form of general aid and less in
the form of categorical aid can reduce district budgeting constraints.2 The third benefit – parental empowerment to choose - relies on the presence of choices, and depends on the false
assumption that a child’s marginal costs are the same regardless of the district or school he
or she attends.
Finally, the fourth point relies on the unsubstantiated conclusion that adoption of “stu-
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dent-centered” funding necessarily leads to greater resource equity across children. Given
that the brief provides no conception of equity and thus excludes many of the factors that go
into providing equity, using this report as a guide is highly unlikely to lead to a fairer system
for all, or any, children.
Finally, the brief ignores outright, the other major goal of state school finance formulas,
which is to ensure that local districts, regardless of their fiscal capacity (property wealth
and/or income), can levy equitable local tax effort and receive sufficient state to achieve the
state’s common outcome goals.

III. The Report’s Rationale for Its Findings and Conclusions
The report relies heavily on the cloying assertion that funding children is better than funding institutions, and portrays “student-centered” state funding as a radical departure from
the dysfunctional, opaque and overly complex status quo. The problems of the status quo are
summarized by the authors as follows:
•

First, states fund specific staffing positions, services, programs or
schools rather than students. For example, states pay districts based on the
number of teachers they have.

•

Second, states have hold harmless provisions such that districts get the
same funding even if they lose students.

•

Third, states allow local funding of districts that is not dependent on
the number of students.

•

Finally, states provide additional funding to districts that have a relatively small number of students. If a student leaves one of these districts,
only a portion of the funding follows him or her to a new district. (p. 4)

It has been asserted by those promoting a shift in district budgeting practices toward weighted student funding, that local public school districts too often use models which allocate
personnel lines to schools and do so based primarily on internal district political power
dynamics, rather than student needs. However, my own prior analyses have shown little
difference in the equity achieved by districts using weighted funding versus those in the
same state using personnel based allocation models.3 Weighted (student-centered) funding
models merely create a different set of tools over which political power is asserted. Few if
any states actually allocate state aid based on staffing positions, programs or services. 4
Most states actually use foundation aid formulas, which provide state aid to local districts
to meet a specific target foundation level of funding, adjusted for student needs and other
costs.5 In a few cases, that foundation level is set according to the summed costs of specific staffing ratios and compensation levels, as with Tennessee’s Basic Education Program. 6
Some program- based funding does exist in state school finance formulas.
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State school finance systems include many features that severely undercut equity objectives,
including but not limited to hold harmless provisions, tax relief aid and other “outside the
formula” aid and grants.7 Categorical aid programs can add undue complexity and budgetary
constraints and induce inefficiency.8
But the obsession in the ExcelinEd policy brief seems to be primarily on the fact that available funding for school districts is not 100% linked to the coming and going of individual
students. Some states do have mechanisms in their funding formulas restricting local tax
revenues based on per-pupil spending targets; that is, making local revenue sensitive to
pupil counts. In some cases, like Kansas (Local Option/Supplemental Fund Budget) 9 and
Texas (Tier II)10, for example, revenue limits are tied to need-weighted per-pupil funding.
States also set inter-district tuition rates, which define the tuition to be paid by the sending,
or student’s home district, regardless of whether that tuition is derived from state or local
revenue sources.
Ignoring these policies, which to an extent keep in check per-pupil inequity resulting from
local property tax revenues, ExcelinEd offers a bizarre illustration of how districts should
increase or decrease their property taxes as enrollment shifts occur (p. 8), with no consideration whatsoever of the primary basis by which local contributions are determined in foundation aid formulas. That is, to ensure that local jurisdictions, regardless of their wealth, can
attain adequate and equitable per-pupil resources. 11
Certainly, the ability of school districts to raise additional revenues via local property taxes continues to contribute to significant inequality in local public school districts in many
states.12 The authors do not address the property wealth equalization goals of state school
finance formulas, which are elegantly illustrated in a recent Urban Institute policy brief. 13

IV. The Report’s Use of Research Literature
The ExcelinEd policy brief is shockingly bereft of conceptual or empirical underpinnings
that could be used to guide and enhance the very policy proposals it espouses. Rather, the
policy brief exists in an insular14 world of “alternative school finance facts” and unsubstantiated claims of success in certain policy contexts.
The authors appear to be unaware or simply ignore the vast body of peer reviewed literature
for guiding a) the setting of foundation levels, based on “costs” of providing children with
equal opportunities to achieve common outcome goals,15 b) the determination of additional
costs associated with variation in individual student needs 16 and in collective student population needs17, c) the additional costs associated with differences in economies of scale and
population sparsity,18 and d) the differences in costs associated with geographic differences
in competitive wages for teachers and other school staff.19 Additionally, literature dating
back nearly 100 years addresses methods for determining equitable local contribution toward foundation spending levels.20
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Perhaps most importantly, the brief is devoid of a definition of education “costs” and any
conception of “equity.” One can’t reasonably promote a policy for advancing equity or “fairness” without first knowing what equity or “fairness” means.21 In the current context, promoting student need-based school funding policies, a commonly accepted conception is one
of providing all children, regardless of their individual needs or schooling context, with
equal opportunity to achieve common outcome goals. 22
My own most recent rendering, from collaboration with Jesse Levin of the American Institutions for Research, of factors that affect the costs of providing equal education opportunity appears in Figure 1. Student demographic factors that affect the institutional costs of
achieving common outcomes come in two parts – individual factors related to specific-student needs (language proficiency, disability) and collective population factors, including
poverty, the concentration of poverty, and interaction of poverty with population density.
These “social context” factors do not simply move with the child. A specific child’s marginal
cost in one social context setting might be quite different than in another. The ExcelinEd
brief addresses, at best, only one element of the “cost of equal opportunity” diagram, paying
short shrift to concerns over labor cost variation, and taking a particularly negative, punitive
stance on costs associated with economies of scale.
FIGURE 1. Factors Associated with the Costs of Providing Equal Educational Opportunity
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Economies of Scale
Regarding small schools, or economies of scale related costs, the brief proposes:
Districts with a smaller number of students say that they have higher than average costs per student. They say they still need to have a certain number district administrators, for example. However, to provide extra base funding for
small districts is not student-centered, because if a student leaves to attend
a larger district, only a portion of the money follows. Nearly a third of states
do not provide extra funding for smaller districts, who must make financial
tradeoffs to keep their small size. (p. 7)
Citing as their only authority, an EdBuild summary of small district funding policies across
states,23 in the authors’ view, small districts should each have to prove they face higher costs,
despite the fact that a vast body of rigorous empirical literature already offers such proof. 24
The authors of this brief think those costs, if they even do exist, aren’t student-centered, and
because they find a problem with the idea that a students’ marginal cost in a larger institution is less than it is in a much smaller one, which is, in fact, a well-established economic
principle.
Further, the likelihood that a student from a small, remote rural school could simply transfer, at no significant transportation expense or personal cost/inconvenience, to a larger district, charter, or private school is slim. Indeed, state policies providing additional support
for “inefficiently” small districts should consider whether those districts are small by choice
or small by necessity, and use appropriate methods for determining additional aid. 25 The
ExcelinEd report duly (though grudgingly) acknowledges the possibility that some small
schools and districts might actually need this aid. 26

Geographic Adjustment for Wages/Input Prices
Regarding the need to address variations in competitive wages (input prices in Figure 1)
across settings and regions within states, the authors opine:
… it is enormously complex and imprecise to make these adjustments fairly.
Just because overall wages are higher in one district, it does not mean it costs
more to hire teachers. Some lower wage, rural areas may have greater difficulty recruiting and retaining effective teachers. Also, cost of living changes
over time, which means your state would need to regularly update any adjustments. However, any district losing money will resist the change, and states
making cost of living base adjustments have found themselves locked into
place, with little transparency or public understanding. For these reasons, it
is best practice for your state to have the same base statewide. (p. 7)
States have struggled with the best ways to accommodate wage variation and some states
have adopted cost adjustments that arguably do more harm than good. 27 But this does not
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negate the fact that competitive wages for teachers vary widely across labor markets within
states, and the quality of the teacher workforce and teacher retention within regions are
sensitive to the competitiveness of teacher wages, relative to other professions. 28
It is difficult to estimate wage models that capture fully the costs associated with recruiting
and retaining teachers in proximal settings with varied working conditions (hedonic wage
models).29 However, standard models based on accessible data have been developed for addressing variations in relative competitiveness of teacher (to similarly educated non-teacher) wages across labor markets. 30 Further, the original author and creator of the National
Center for Education Statistics Education Comparable Wage Index, Lori Taylor of Texas
A&M University, has continued producing national, annually updated, school district-level
wage indices accounting for both inflation and regional wage variation and making those
indices publicly available.31
To suggest that simply ignoring labor cost variation in state school finance policies is “best
practice” is incomplete at best.

Declining Enrollment, Fixed, Step & Variable Costs
Similarly, the authors’ treatment of funding related to declining enrollment fails to comprehend institutional cost structures, assuming falsely that accommodating differences in institutional costs has no relation to the provision of equitable or adequate services to children.
Rather, in their view, any dollar that does not travel immediately with the child is a dollar
spent inequitably and/or inefficiently. Reasonable, equitable and adequate state school finance policies account for the fact that the institutions providing services to the state’s children must manage fixed costs (institutional overhead, including capital stock), step costs
(classroom/level/site expenses which do not vary by student), and costs which vary at the
level of the individual student. It is increasingly important that state school finance policies
account for institutional budget constraints when considering expanding choice programs. 32
All costs do not, nor can they, nor have they ever, regardless of institutional type, vary linearly at the level of each individual student.

Poverty Concentration/Social Context
The authors express their discomfort with the possibility of costs associated with social context (students and their peers collectively), such as costs associated with school or district
poverty concentration, rather than just the income level of each individual child’s family.
The authors brashly attempt to discredit the relevance of these costs by declaring:
That is different than providing more overall funding for a low-income student who lives in a higher vs. lower poverty district. That is not student-centered funding, as it is based on the characteristic of a district, not a student.
It means that the money will not follow a low-income student who moves to
another district with fewer disadvantaged students. (p. 11)
Actually, this is based on characteristics of the students in the district, not the district. Here,
http://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/review-student-centered-funding
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the authors choose to outright deny that the marginal costs of an additional low-income
student in a predominantly low-income setting might be different from the marginal costs
of that same student in a higher income setting, and that accommodating those costs might
improve equity. Rather, the authors argue that policies subsidizing these costs create a disincentive for low- income students to move to high-income schools (or for high-income
schools to take in low- income students, if those students could not bring with them, their
full weight). Given a fixed constraint on total state funding, this means simply ignoring a
legitimate driver of the cost of providing equal opportunity 33 and thus knowingly disadvantaging students in schools with higher concentrations of poverty, merely to preserve their
dogmatic view that all funding can and should be “student centered.” That is, the authors
are rationalizing the maintenance of inequality, because it’s just too hard to accommodate
in their pro-choice framework.

Special Education34
On special education, the authors rightly note that state attempts to limit exposure to increasing special education costs by funding special education at a flat (census-based) rate
are problematic. As they note, without citation to relevant literature,35 “this remedy is worse
than the problem.” In an attempt to capitulate to those who would argue that districts continue to over- classify students with disabilities in their attempt to chase additional state
funding, the authors suggest that states can “combat overidentification and reward prevention and effective services. For example, your state can require districts to offer early
intervention and prevention services, as is the case in Tennessee.” (p. 11) A quick check of
classification rate data from Tennessee schools indicates that they remain around the national average, as they have for some time now, and in recent years have grown faster than
the national average (Figure A1).36 While early intervention is a reasonable practice, it has
no bearing here on the financing recommendation.

Competency-Based Incentive Funding
The most odd and unsubstantiated recommendation made in the brief is the proposal for
“competency-based incentive funding,” explained as follows:
your state may want to consider funding districts at least in part based on student success, rather than simply the number of students who are enrolled. For
each competency a student earns, your state can provide a certain amount of
funding to the district. If a student takes longer to achieve a competency, the
district still receives the same amount of total funding. Conversely, if a student achieves a competency early, the district gets full funding for that competency, and the student can start working on more competencies, for which
the district can receive additional funding. (p. 13)
This proposal is based on a prior brief from ExcelinEd, 37 and similar approaches may have a
logical place in the financing of online course offerings. 38
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The central problem with this proposal in this context is that it would work in direct counterbalance to student need weights. Student need weights and poverty concentration weights
address the fact that it may take additional resources and effort for some students to reach
desired outcome goals in a timely manner (e.g., on-time high school graduation while successfully completing college readiness standards). Providing additional funding for those
who achieve standards more quickly (by providing more funding for achieving more standards in the same time frame) in all likelihood leads to providing more funding to those districts serving children who can achieve those standards more quickly. That is, those who are
more advantaged from the outset. Assuming this incentive pool must be drawn from a fixed
overall budget, this means taking money from legitimate need and cost weights and moving
toward those who need it less.

V. Review of Report’s Methods
There is no apparent method behind this report. There are no analyses to consider and no
references to actual analyses that evaluate the equity, adequacy, efficiency, transparency, or
flexibility outcomes of the proposals laid out within the report. The report is merely a statement of the authors’ ideological policy preferences, displaying a complete lack of understanding of the topic if not overt contempt for well-understood factors affecting education
costs and the provision of equal educational opportunity.

VI. Review of the Validity of the Findings and Conclusions
Their first claim is that moving to student-centered funding necessarily improves transparency. Student-centered funding was first promoted as a movement for district budgeting
practices in the 1990s (drawing on elements of state school finance formulas from preceding
decades). Seattle was among the early adopters, 39 and eventually as the system became unwieldy and anything but transparent, Seattle disbanded the formula. 40
School finance formulas – either state aid formulas to local districts, or local district allocation formulas to schools – will always suffer complexity when they attempt to sufficiently
account for the various factors that affect equal educational opportunity, and when they
are subjected to political pressures and manipulation over time. Weighted formulas are no
more or less inherently transparent than other alternatives. No matter the formula type, the
assumptions and values behind the formula, and the relationship of formula components to
those values and assumptions must be clear. The only clarity provided in the ExcelinEd brief
is their dogmatic preference for linking each dollar to each student, even when that can’t be
done accurately or is entirely inconsistent with existing evidence on educational costs and
equal opportunity.
As noted previously, providing more general and less categorical aid to districts does em-
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power more flexible spending practices. At the same time, however, imposing a financing
system that links each dollar dynamically with the movement of each child, ignoring fixed
and step costs, places significant constraints on district planning. Whether gaining or losing, it injects instability into schools and districts.
Parent empowerment only exists where actual choices, equity of mobility among choices,
and equity of access to information about choices exists within accessible geographic spaces, and may have little or nothing to do with the provision of “student-centered” funding.
A variety of policy mechanisms can be used to determine the appropriate rates of tuition
transfer/subsidy to empower parental choice, where and if choices exist.
If one considers only the elements of “student-centered” funding proposed in the ExcelinEd
report, the resulting system would yield highly unequal educational opportunity, as it would
ignore legitimate institutional cost differences and collective student population differences, all on the false premise that the marginal costs of providing each child equal educational
opportunity do not vary by context.
Finally, to the extent that the end goal is to increase choice, it should be noted that increasing choices among different types of operators, with different financial and student service
incentives, and different institutional cost structures and resource access, tends to erode,
not enhance equity. That is, increased choice in common spaces often leads to increasingly
unequal choices.41

VII. Usefulness of the Report for Guidance of
Policy and Practice
The ExcelinEd glossy annotated infographic on student-centered state funding is of absolutely no value to state policymakers for informing the design of state school finance systems, or school district resource allocation formulas. While state school finance formulas
do need a lot of work these days to provide more equitable and adequate opportunities for
all children, many if not most are already advanced beyond the level of guidance and detail
offered in the ExcelinEd brief. My personal experience with informed policymakers in many
states suggests that they already have capacity and understanding of school finance that far
outstrips what is offered in this brief. Thus, I have little concern they will be swayed.
For those who might be swayed by the ExcelinEd brief, the talking points offered in the brief
provide too few specifics to inform actual policy design. The arguments offered in the brief
are entirely unsubstantiated and unlikely to stand up to even the most cursory debate within
state legislative subcommittees.
It is worth reiterating that the recommendation for a “competency-based” weighting, which
also lacks substantiation, would undoubtedly divert resources from districts and children
with greater needs to those with fewer needs, significantly undermining equity and equal
educational opportunity. State legislators have, for decades, contrived clever adjustment
factors to accomplish similar goals.42 It is unfortunate that this brief provides yet another
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tool for this kit (though hardly a new one).
Worst of all, the authors convey reckless disregard for equity and equal educational opportunity through their outright denial of and recommendations in opposition to well understood,
empirically validated factors affecting the costs of providing children equal opportunities to
achieve common outcome goals. While the authors convey a superficial awareness that that
these factors exist, they openly attempt to discredit these factors with no regard for the vast
body of research on education costs and equal educational opportunity.
The authors conclude their brief with the statement:
ExcelinEd stands at the ready to provide technical expertise and assistance to
state policymakers seeking to advance student-centered funding in the coming months and years. (p. 15)
Given the all too obvious lack of expertise presented in their policy brief, I would suggest
that state policymakers pass on this offer.
Figure A1. Special education classification rates in Tennessee and the nation
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